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Program Background

 Spare The Air began in Sacramento County only in 1994 
and went regional in 1995

 Sacramento Metropolitan AQMD operates Spare The Air 
on behalf of the air districts in the Sacramento region 
whose boundaries are part of the Federal Ozone 
Nonattainment Area:
 El Dorado County AQMD

 Feather River AQMD

 Placer County APCD

 Yolo-Solano AQMD

 Dual purpose: driving reduction to achieve emission 
reductions and public awareness of ozone pollution’s 
health effects



More Spare The Air Alerts 
in Summer 2016

 Sacramento region’s Spare The Air alert trigger was lowered by 
the region’s APCOs to be issued when ozone pollution is 
forecast to meet or exceed 126 AQI

 Change was in response to U.S. EPA’s new federal ozone health 
standard, which went from 0.075 (2008) to 0.070 (2015) parts 
per million (ppm)
 Health effects are seen at lower levels so the standard is now more 

health-protective

 National AQI was adjusted to correlate with the 2015 standard

 With lower trigger, there were 17 alerts in 2016 vs. five in 2015



Public Outreach

Web Resources
 SpareTheAir.com

• Daily air quality forecast
• Today and tomorrow

• Region and by county

• Current conditions

• Ozone maps

• Historical air quality data

• Health effects

• Wildfire smoke support



Public Outreach
 Spare The Air brochure

 Spare The Air tip cards
 English, Spanish, Russian and Hmong

 Air Quality Index (AQI) charts

 Clean Air Kids activity book

 Scooter®, the Spare The Air mascot, 
annually attends over 75 events with a 
handler who distributes air quality 
information

Sierra College Earth Day

Rocklin – April 21



Community Partners

 3,574 Spare The Air partners throughout 
the region

 214 partners in El Dorado County

 481 partners in Placer County

 2,571 partners in Sacramento County

 308 partners in Yolo-Solano Counties

 Restaurants, schools, libraries, pharmacies, 
healthcare organizations, real estate offices, 
nonprofit organizations, senior centers, 
businesses and community groups

 Partners distribute Spare The Air alerts and 
materials to the public encouraging 
behaviors that reduce air pollution



Mobile App
Sacramento Region Air Quality App

 Free download in all app stores
 6,072 users to date
 Daily AQI forecast by air district area:

 Sacramento Metropolitan AQMD
 Placer County APCD
 Yolo-Solano AQMD
 El Dorado County AQMD

 Spare The Air alerts – automatic push notification

 Current conditions for all monitoring sites
in the region

 Wildfire smoke advisories



Social Media

 Facebook: SpareTheAir Scooter®

 1,629 fans

 Spare The Air alerts

 Two regular posts per day, including

daily air quality forecast

 Twitter: @AQMD

 1,929 followers

 Spare The Air alerts

 Two regular posts per day, including 

daily air quality forecast



Paid Advertising

 :30 second spot and four :15 second spots focus on 
health effects of ozone air pollution
 Encourage people to download the Sacramento Region Air 

Quality app to protect their health and know what they’re 
breathing

 Episodic Spare The Air alert TV and radio commercials

 Episodic Spare The Air alert on major freeway digital 
billboards

 Online advertising

 Transit bus advertising

 General messaging on traditional

outdoor billboards



Forecast Center at Sonoma Technology, Inc.

Ozone Forecasting (1995-2016)

 Forecast activities funded by CMAQ grant – May through October

 Sonoma Technology, Inc. (STI) provides the daily regional forecast 
seven days a week

 STI also provides a daily forecast for each air district in the region

 Today and tomorrow forecast

 A Spare The Air alert is issued one day in advance



What’s Needed to Forecast?
 Air Quality Data

 Current data 
 volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
 oxides of nitrogen (NOx)
 ozone

 Historical data
 Forecast tools scientifically developed

 Weather Data
 Current observations 

 surface and aloft temperature
 wind speed and wind direction
 strength of inversion
 vertical mixing 

 Forecasts 
 National Weather Service, National Centers for 

Environmental Prediction (models run several times daily)
 Satellite and radar details



Spare The Air Annual Survey

 Interviews conducted the day after each Spare The Air alert
 2015 = five alerts

 2016 = 17 alerts

 Also conducted on non-Spare The Air days (Control days)
 Required by U.S. EPA and California Air Resources Board’s 

conservative methodology for emission reductions 

 Scientific polling shows:
 Behavior change

 Emission reductions

 Effectiveness of the year’s campaign/messages

 Awareness of alerts and summer air quality facts

 Reports online at SpareTheAir.com

 2016 report is under development at this time



Behavior Change and
Emission Reductions – Summer 2015

 An average of 36% of respondents had heard, read or seen a 
Spare The Air commercial or message

 Nearly 35% of all survey respondents in the Sacramento 
region’s nonattainment area are Seasonal Reducers who say 
they reduce driving during the entire summer to avoid adding 
to air pollution
 Seasonal Reducers contributed a reduction of 0.86 tons per day 

of ozone precursors

 Purposeful Reducers are those who knew it was a Spare The 
Air day, reduced their driving on that day, and said they did so 
for air quality reasons
 Purposeful reducers reduced an estimated 0.28 tons of ozone 

precursors per Spare The Air day



Yes, Emission Reductions are Real

 For TCM purposes in the regional SIP, ARB required that a 
static correction factor be applied to estimated emission 
reductions to account for inflated approximations of trip 
reductions by respondents

 SMAQMD improved on that methodology

 Methodology uses a new correction factor calculated 
each year based on Control Day responses

 Subtract the number of trips “Control” respondents say 
they reduced from the number of trips “Episodic” 
respondents say they reduced

 Acts as a living factor that is responsive to current data, not 
a static factor using a different sample from years ago



Emission Reductions cont.

 These Control Day responses set the Sacramento region’s 
program apart from others

 Analogy – one group gets a placebo (Control Days) while the 
other group gets a treatment (Spare The Air Alert Days)

 If reductions were not real, there would be no difference in 
responses between placebo (Control Days) and treatment (STA 
Alert Days)

 Yet our analysis consistently shows that the responses differ 
and that residents DO make fewer trips having heard Spare 
The Air alerts
 Fewer trips means fewer emissions
 If we were talking about medicine, we would say the 

medicine works


